
Fourth Grade News!
Curriculum

ELA: Our first reading unit is called Reading the Weather. This unit focuses on informational
books. We will learn how to read with intensity and purpose. We will conduct research on
extreme weather events. Our first writing unit is called Writing the Weather. This unit focuses on
informational writing. We will learn how to use different text structures to share information. We
will use the research we conduct during our reading unit to write a research report about
extreme weather events.

Math: In Unit 1, students learn about factors and multiples of numbers by using what they
already know about multiplication and division and about the area of rectangles. By the end
of Unit 1, students will have experiences with: using the side lengths and area of rectangles to
understand factors and multiples; finding factor pairs of numbers 1-100 (for example,
recognizing that 5 and 2 are a factor pair of 10); identifying numbers as prime or composite
based on their factor pairs (for example, identifying 11 as a prime number because 11 and 1
are its only factor pair). We will also begin unit 2 in which students will make sense of fractions
with denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 through physical representations and diagrams.

Social Studies: Our first unit of study in Social Studies is to dive deeper into New York's
geography. We will take a closer look at the five themes of geography, reinforce map skills,
and look at the landscape of New York. We will use this information as we move on with the
New York State Social Studies curriculum this year.

Science: In Science, students will be investigating energy and blackout problems in a fictitious
town called Ergstown. Students become System Engineers to determine why the town
struggles with blackout problems. They will study several forms of energy to determine which is
the best solution for Ergstown. Students will learn to make claims based on the evidence they
collect throughout the unit and write scientific arguments to support their claim.

Important Dates:
October 5th: Yom Kippur (No School)

October 10th: Indigenous People/ Italian Heritage Day (No School)
October 24th: Diwali

*Every Friday is “Feel Good Friday '' and Spirit Day! Student’s can wear their PS133Q shirt or the
school colors!


